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SYNOPSIS:
Long after escaping the facility that made him into the man he is, Joshua Laws wants nothing more
than to protect the women in his life and keep his unborn baby safe.
To assure his freedom and anonymity he makes a deal he comes to regret.
Captured again, Joshua finds himself tied to a metal chair in a dim concrete cell. Its no
ordinary cell, but a cell, manufactured to contain his psychic abilities.
Unable to remote view, psychically connect to his twin sister Shelly or use his ability of Mental
Influence, Joshua has no choice but to cooperate with his captor.
Joshua learns Dean, the man his sister is engaged to be married to, is behind his containment
and is also the son of the man that experimented on him and his sister as children.
Joshua agrees to locate the missing grandchild of one of Dean’s associates. In exchange, they
need to forget about him and his family forever.
Joshua delivers the location of the missing girl and discovers, the suspected paedophile is
holding many other young girls.
Wanting no further involvement, Joshua takes the memories of his existence from his captor’s
minds, but it is a decision he comes to regret.
Home with his family, Joshua believes his life is about to settle down when a remote viewer
named Blake steps into their world.
Blake, also a child of the facility, had been remote viewing Dean at the time of Joshua’s
capture.
Blake informs Joshua that when he removed the memories from his captor’s minds he had
taken too much, causing the search for the missing children to go cold.
Joshua is determined to make things right, when his abilities unexpectedly stop working.
With Shelly and Blake the only ones able to locate the missing children Joshua puts them in danger
and they too are captured.
With no other options, Joshua reaches out to Dean in an effort to save his sister and to
hopefully learn why his abilities are failing him.
With the help of an unknown entity Joshua recovers his powers and learns of a web of lies that
go back to before he was born, how powerful he can be and how his powers have manifested in his
unborn child.
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